
RTI Resources
B o o k s  •  V i d e o s  •  A u t h o r  I n t e r v i e w s

Discover proven MTSS strategies and tools to help strengthen your 
interventions and keep the focus on what’s really important—high 
levels of learning for all students.

Solutions
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Why RTI at Work™?
RTI at Work™ builds on the 

foundation of the PLC at Work® 

process by using team structures 

and putting the focus on learning, 

collaboration, and results. By 

implementing proven RTI strategies 

and practices, your school can begin 

providing timely, targeted, systematic 

interventions to every student who 

demonstrates the need.

TIER 1 
All students have access to  

grade-level/course-specific essential standards

TIER 2 
Additional time and support to learn essential 

academic and behavior standards

TIER 3 
Intensive reinforcement in universal skills

The Third Critical Question 
in a PLC at Work:  

How will we respond when some 
students do not learn?

A Multitiered 
System of Supports

LEARN MORE
SolutionTree.com/Why-RTI

The RTI at Work inverted pyramid is designed to 

continually focus a school’s collective attention and 

resources to a single point: the individual child.

Tier

3

Tier

2

Tier

1

http://SolutionTree.com/Why-RTI
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Your director of educational 
partnerships is ready to assist you
Our directors of educational partnerships are available to listen to your needs and help you find a clear 

path for moving forward with clarity and purpose in your schools.

CONTACT YOUR DEP at SolutionTree.com/WorkTogether

Mike Bauer
KS, NE, OK

Michele Cook
AZ, NV, NM

Ev Kent
Central and 
Eastern AR

Susan Rabel
West TX

Keri Bosi
NY, NJ, CT, MA, ME, 
NH, RI, VT

Sharon 
Croissant
NC, SC, VA, WV

TJ Mears
West AR

Kristen Stez
Southern CA

Jean Burnstine
IL, WI

Brian Duggan
WA, OR

Catherine 
McClemens
IN, MI, OH, KY

Jake Thelen
WY, UT, CO

Joe Warden
PA, MD, DC, DE

Eric Henry
Northern CA

Shawn Meddock
FL, GA

Jessica Tuttle
IA, MO, MN

Philip Ciano
ID, ND, SD, MT, 
HI, AK

Jennifer Ivy
East TX

Kathy Natour
LA, MS, AL,TN

Catie 
Christenson
Canada

State Office Executive Directors

Arizona: Alesha Henderson 
Arizona@SolutionTree.com

Arkansas: Susan McNully 
Arkansas@SolutionTree.com

California: Jessicca Rodgers 
California@SolutionTree.com

Iowa: Bryce Amos 
Iowa@SolutionTree.com

Texas: Darren Grissom 
Texas@SolutionTree.com

Washington: Lacy Waltermeyer 
Washington@SolutionTree.com

http://SolutionTree.com/WorkTogether
mailto:Arizona@SolutionTree.com
mailto:Arkansas@SolutionTree.com
mailto:California@SolutionTree.com
mailto:Iowa@SolutionTree.com
mailto:Texas@SolutionTree.com
mailto:Washington@SolutionTree.com
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Taking Action BESTSELLER

A Handbook for RTI at Work™

By Austin Buffum, Mike Mattos, 
and Janet Malone

This comprehensive implementation guide 
covers every element required to build and 
sustain a schoolwide RTI at Work program.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF684 $45.95 USD | $60.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-942496-17-5

320 pages

RTI at Work™ Plan Book
By Austin Buffum and Mike Mattos

Create a path to success for every student 
with the RTI at Work™ Plan Book, which 
includes forty weekly planning pages, tools, 
activities, and more.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF932 $23.95 USD | $31.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-949539-51-6
136 pages; spiral bound

Timebomb BESTSELLER

The Cost of Dropping Out

By Mike Mattos

This DVD addresses the urgency of reducing 
dropout rates and preparing students for a 
better future.

24BCTG-S3A–DVF074 $24.95 USD | $32.50 CAD
UPC 811796010728

9-minute DVD

Simplifying Response 
to Intervention BESTSELLER

Four Essential Guiding Principles

By Austin Buffum, Mike Mattos, 
and Chris Weber

Change how you think about RTI, and 
learn how to create an effective model 
that begins with quality instruction in 
every classroom.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF506 $43.95 USD | $57.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-935543-65-7

232 pages

Personalized Learning in a 
PLC at Work®

Student Agency Through the Four 
Critical Questions

By Timothy S. Stuart, Sascha Heckmann, 
Mike Mattos, and Austin Buffum

Rely on this resource to help you build a 
highly effective learning-progressive PLC 
school that promotes student-owned 
learning experiences.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF703 $40.95 USD | $53.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-942496-59-5

216 pages

Targeting Behavior and 
Academic Interventions
A Process to Diagnose and Coordinate 
Student Supports

By Mike Mattos and Austin Buffum

Learn how to use the Pro-Solve Process 
to determine the causes and potential 
solutions for students in need of academic 
and behavior interventions.

24BCTG-S3A–DVF072 $174.95 USD | $227.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-945349-19-5

32-minute DVD; 32-page Facilitator’s Guide
(in print and on CD)
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Behavior Solutions BESTSELLER

Teaching Academic and Social Skills 
Through RTI at Work™

By John Hannigan, 
Jessica Djabrayan Hannigan, 
Mike Mattos, and Austin Buffum

Take strategic action to close the systematic 
behavior gap with the support of 
Behavior Solutions.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF891 $43.95 USD | $57.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-947604-71-1

280 pages

Behavior Academies 
#1 NEW RELEASE ON AMAZONNEW

Targeted Interventions That Work!

By Jessica Djabrayan Hannigan 
and John Hannigan

In 25 minutes or less, using a step-by-
step process, create your own customized 
behavior academies aimed at strengthening 
essential life skills.

24BCTG-S3A–BKG114 $40.95 USD | $53.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-960574-08-4

BOOKS & VIDEOS
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What inspires or drives your work?
Our work is driven to provide practical, proven 
solutions to common challenges educators are 
facing. We wrote this book with students in mind 
first and foremost. We wanted to create a resource 
where educators have the tools needed to help 
students learn and develop productive life skills. 
Based on the most common behavior challenges 
we hear from educators, we created eight behavior 

academies to address these challenges—Hands-Off 
Academy, Check-In Check-Out Academy, Civility 
Academy, Organizational Skills Academy, Social 
Skills Academy, Upstander Academy, Motivation 
Academy, and Emotional Regulation Academy—to 
help educators implement and ultimately, provide 
students the tools they need to succeed.

What challenges will Behavior Academies help educators overcome?
With student behavior challenges rising and 
frustrated educators leaving the profession, 
educators need targeted behavior interventions 
that work! Yet, despite the abundance of ready-
made packaged behavior programs and curricula 
available, schools still struggle to find success in 
supporting student behavior needs. The reason is 

that the response is not targeted enough. This book 
was written to simplify the complex, challenge-fixed 
mindsets about student behavior, and remove any 
excuses for overcoming barriers to implementation. 
Any educator, and even parents/guardians, will 
find the thinking and resources behind Behavior 
Academies valuable.

What should educators remember most from this book?
Educators will find value in the practicality of 
a behavior academy, which provides ongoing 
teaching and/or reteaching support and rehearsal 
opportunities for targeted life skills that students 
can develop into productive habits. Additionally, 
educators will find value in the 128 replacement 

behaviors provided in this book. Each behavior 
academy includes eight targeted life skills, and each 
life skill offers two replacement behaviors based on 
the science of mental imagery and establishing new 
habits. Educators commonly tell us they love using 
these strategies with their children at home!

What professional development, if any, do you offer to support this book?
We provide behavior academy training for all 
educators, designed to explain the why, what, 

and how of behavior academies. We also provide 
ongoing coaching and implementation support.

AUTHOR
SPOTLIGHT

Featuring Jessica Djabrayan Hannigan  
and John Hannigan

FEATURED
RESOURCE
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RTI at Work™

Best Practices at Tier 3
Intensive Interventions for Remediation

By Paula Rogers, W. Richard Smith, 
Austin Buffum, and Mike Mattos

24BCTG-S3A–BKF748 $43.95 USD | $57.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-943874-41-5
Grades 6–12; 288 pages

Best Practices at Tier 3
Intensive Interventions for Remediation

By Paula Rogers, W. Richard Smith, 
Austin Buffum, and Mike Mattos

24BCTG-S3A–BKF747 $43.95 USD | $57.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-943874-39-2
Grades K–5; 264 pages

Best Practices series
Whether you’re working with response to intervention or multitiered system of supports (MTSS), the 

RTI at Work™ process has you covered. With the guidance of this essential series, you’ll have the tools 

and strategies you need to implement a collaborative system of supports that nurtures behavioral and 

academic success for every student.

Best Practices at Tier 1
Daily Differentiation for 
Effective Instruction

By Gayle Gregory, Martha Kaufeldt, 
and Mike Mattos

24BCTG-S3A–BKF651 $40.95 USD | $53.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936763-95-5
Grades 6–12; 248 pages

Best Practices at Tier 1
Daily Differentiation for 
Effective Instruction

By Gayle Gregory, Martha Kaufeldt, 
and Mike Mattos

24BCTG-S3A–BKF650 $40.95 USD | $53.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936763-93-1
Grades K–5; 248 pages

Best Practices at Tier 2
Supplemental Interventions for 
Additional Student Support

By Bob Sonju, Sharon V. Kramer, 
Mike Mattos, and Austin Buffum

24BCTG-S3A–BKF715 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-942496-84-7
Grades 6–12; 152 pages

Best Practices at Tier 2
Supplemental Interventions for 
Additional Student Support

By Sharon V. Kramer, Bob Sonju, 
Mike Mattos, and Austin Buffum

24BCTG-S3A–BKF714 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-942496-82-3
Grades K–5; 152 pages

Elementary Secondary
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BOOKS & VIDEOS

A Practical Look at Response 
to Intervention BESTSELLER

Featuring Mike Mattos

Learn how response to intervention 
systems, combined with a professional 
learning community foundation, create a 
powerful system for achieving high levels of 
learning for all students.

24GMLG-S3A–DVF046 $195.00 USD | $253.50 CAD
UPC 811796010421

78-minute DVD with presentation;  
CD with presentation handouts 

and supporting resources

Tiers Without Tears BESTSELLER

A Systematic Approach to Implementing 
RTI in PLC Schools

Featuring Austin Buffum

Austin Buffum shows you how the big 
ideas of a PLC are foundationally important 
when implementing RTI.

24GMLG-S3A–DVF036 $195.00 USD | $253.50 CAD
UPC 811796010322

61-minute DVD with presentation;  
CD with presentation handouts 

and supporting resources

BOOKS & VIDEOS
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It’s About Time
Planning Interventions and Extensions

Discover how to carve out effective 
intervention and extension time at all three 
tiers of the RTI pyramid.

Elementary
Edited by Austin Buffum and Mike Mattos

Foreword by Rebecca DuFour and Richard DuFour

24BCTG-S3A–BKF609 $43.95 USD | $57.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936763-03-0
Grades K–8; 304 pages

Secondary
Edited by Mike Mattos and Austin Buffum

Foreword by Richard DuFour

24BCTG-S3A–BKF610 $43.95 USD | $57.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936763-05-4
Grades 6–12; 344 pages

Making Time at Tier 2 BESTSELLER

Creating a Supplemental Intervention 
Period in Secondary Schools

Featuring Mike Mattos

Discover practical strategies to incorporate 
innovative Tier 2 intervention and 
enrichment periods into the school day.

24GMLG-S3A–DVF066 $174.95 USD | $227.50 CAD
UPC 811796010636

ISBN 978-1-936763-57-3
49-minute DVD; 40-page Facilitator’s Guide

(in print and on CD)

Uniting Academic and 
Behavior Interventions
Solving the Skill or Will Dilemma

By Austin Buffum, Mike Mattos, 
Chris Weber, and Tom Hierck

Explore a step-by-step process for 
determining, targeting, and observing 
academic and behavior interventions that 
ensure students’ long-term success.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF595 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936764-89-1

176 pages

Foreword by Richard DuFour

Austin Buffum       Mike Mattos       Chris Weber

RTI, Professional Learning Communities, and 
How to Respond When Kids Don’t Learn

Pyramid Response 
to Intervention BESTSELLER

RTI, Professional Learning Communities, 
and How to Respond When Kids 
Don’t Learn

By Austin Buffum, Mike Mattos, 
and Chris Weber

Foreword by Richard DuFour

Accessible language and compelling K–12 
stories illustrate how RTI is most effective 
when built on the Professional Learning 
Communities at Work® process.

24GMLG-S3A–BKF251 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-934009-33-8

248 pages
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RTI at Work™

For a complete list of experts, go to SolutionTree.com/OurRTIexperts

Built on the PLC at Work® framework, 
RTI at Work™ is the best answer 
we know to Critical Questions 
3 and 4: “How will we respond 
when some students do not learn 
it?” and “How will we extend the 
learning for students who have 
demonstrated proficiency?”

Austin Buffum and Mike Mattos—the creators of RTI at Work

Bring our experts to your school

Luis F. 
Cruz

Nicole 
Dimich

Aaron 
Hansen

Chris 
Hansen

Brandon 
Jones

Marsha 
Jones

Dennis 
King

Jasmine K. 
Kullar

Paula 
Maeker

Regina 
Stephens 
Owens

Geri 
Parscale

Rich 
Rodriguez

Paula 
Rogers

Sarah 
Schuhl

Bob 
Sonju

Eric 
Twadell

Jason A. Andrews
Kim Bailey
Jack Baldermann
Scott Carr
Daniel Cohan

Joe Cuddemi
Scott A. Cunningham
John Ewald
William M. Ferriter
Angie Freese

Troy Gobble
Jessica Djabrayan Hannigan
John Hannigan
Greg Kushnir
David LaRose

Kyle Palmer
Danieli Parker
Cristi Parsons
Garrick Peterson
Kimberly Rodriguez Cano

Gerald R. Williams
Jon Yost

Additional experts

http://SolutionTree.com/OurRTIexperts
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ON-SITE & VIRTUAL PD

What knowledge, skills, and dispositions should every student 
acquire as a result of this unit, this course, or this grade level?

How will we know when each student has acquired the essential 
knowledge and skills?

How will we respond when some students do not learn?

How will we extend the learning for students who are  
already proficient?

Four Critical Questions of a PLC

One day with an expert in your 
school or district. Your team will 
gain understanding, inspiration, 
and strategies to start a professional 
learning program.

More intensive 2- to 4-day sessions with 
an expert to guide your entire staff or a 
smaller team to deepen understanding 
and further progress.

Work with one or several experts across 
multiple days to embed key processes, 
practices, and procedures designed to 
significantly improve staff performance 
and student achievement.

Keynote

RTI at Work™ Overview

Simplifying Response to Intervention

RTI at Work™ 2-Day Workshop

Scheduling Time for Interventions 
and Enrichment

Behavior Solutions: Function as a 
PLC and Assign RTI Behavior

Embedded Coaching

Customized Services

Global PD Teams

Coaching Academy

All training is delivered by an RTI at Work author or certified associate.

1-DAY 
COMMITMENT

2 TO 4-DAY 
COMMITMENT

MULTI-DAY 
COMMITMENT

RTI AT WORK® SERVICES
To help you determine which services may be right for you, each of our professional learning 
engagements is designed to fit your goals, budget, and time commitment.

SUSTAINING
Your Skills

DEEPENING
Your Skills

BUILDING
Your Skills

The process and practices of a professional learning community provide the foundation 
needed to ensure high levels of learning for all students. RTI at Work leverages the power 
of collaborative teams and the focus of the 4 Critical Questions of the PLC at Work 
process to drive effective interventions and extensions.

“Trying to implement 

RTI without the 4 critical 

questions of a PLC at 

Work to drive the effort 

is like trying to build a 

house starting with the 

roof. Without a proper 

foundation, no structure 

can stand.”

—Mike Mattos, author,  
PLC at Work and  

RTI at Work expert
If RTI seems overwhelming and your school or district struggles to implement 
interventions that make a difference, take a step back and assess your school culture 
and structure.
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RTI at Work™

 RTI at Work™ Overview
This on-site workshop provides a comprehensive 
overview of the RTI at Work™ process. You and your 
team will be introduced to the essential elements 
needed to create a highly effective multitiered system 
of supports (MTSS) to ensure all students learn at high 
levels. This includes how to:

• Build effective teams to know when and how to 
respond to students

• Prioritize essential learning outcomes for optimal 
focus on what students should learn

• Target assessments to help identify what they have 
learned or not

• Systematically respond when students need 
remediation and enrichment

Included Resource: The RTI Toolkit (Page 14)

 Behavior Solutions: Function as a 
PLC and Assign RTI Behavior/SEL

Take strategic action to close the systemic 
behavior gap and build a comprehensive 
systematic response for behavior and 
social-emotional learning (SEL) with the 
support of Behavior Solutions. Foster 
positive behavior and SEL by utilizing the 
PLC at Work® and RTI at Work processes 
to boost student metacognition and 
create an action plan for meeting their 
psychological and social needs.

Recommended 
Resource

Page 4

REQUEST ON-SITE OR VIRTUAL PD SERVICES at SolutionTree.com/OurRTIexperts or 888.409.1682

 Embedded Coaching
Give your staff on-site RTI training from an expert with 
firsthand experience. Your coach will provide specific 
direction based on your team’s unique challenges 
and goals—from establishing a multitiered system 
of supports to making time for quality interventions 
without compromising core instruction. This targeted 
support will empower educators at all levels to take 
the necessary daily steps to ensure they meet every 
student’s academic and behavioral needs.

 Customized Services
Partner with us to develop a custom learning plan 
designed to meet your unique needs and challenges. 
With our evidence-based RTI content, along with 
on-site professional development and virtual training 
opportunities, we are uniquely positioned to help you 
build an MTSS that’s strong enough to make a real 
difference in student achievement.

 Global PD Teams
Empower your teams to best support student success. 
Global PD Teams is your one-stop digital resource 
for professional learning by renowned experts in 
preK–12 education.

With one building-wide site license, every 
team member can access practical strategies 
and professional guidance that will strengthen 
their collaborative work to ensure high levels of 
learning for all.

Featured Services

MULTI -DAY COMMITMENT
Sustaining Your Skills

1-DAY COMMITMENT
Building Your Skills

2–4-DAY COMMITMENT
Deepening Your Skills

GLOBAL PD TEAMS

http://SolutionTree.com/OurRTIexperts
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Our yearlong RTI at Work™ Coaching Academy provides the most in-depth 
professional learning solution for practitioners who want comprehensive training on RTI concepts, 
practical applications, and sustainability. This integrated instructional design maximizes learning the 
whole year through and includes:

• A research-based curriculum designed to adapt to the RTI needs of any school or district

• Six days of on-site training (three sessions, two days each) and two interactive web sessions led by 
expert facilitators

• RTI at Work resources that will assist in initiating and sustaining an open exchange of ideas and advance 
educator knowledge

• Yearlong support by phone, email, or both, to help with individual questions

Throughout the duration of the academy, your team will:

• Deepen its understanding of essential RTI at Work concepts

• Acquire processes utilized by schools that have successfully built a culture of shared knowledge 
and responsibility

• Design and execute a plan of action for implementing a multitiered system of supports

• Gain strategies and tools for leading and sustaining the work

Each participant receives:

• Training Guide

• Taking Action (Page 4)

• Uniting Academic and Behavior Interventions (Page 7)

Each school represented receives:

• The RTI Toolkit* (Page 14)

COACHING
ACADEMY

REQUEST MORE INFORMATION at SolutionTree.com/RTI-Academy or 888.409.1682

Mike Mattos
RTI at Work™ creator

*One RTI Toolkit for the designated school or team. Ask your professional 
development representative for details. Some limitations apply.

MULTI -DAY COMMITMENT
Sustaining Your Skills

ON-SITE & VIRTUAL PD

http://SolutionTree.com/RTI-Academy
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Success Story

Clinton High School
CLINTON, IOWA

 DEMOGRAPHICS
  › 1,100 Students

  › 55% Free and reduced lunch

  › 1% Limited English proficient

  › 18% Special education

Clinton High School is located on the 
Mississippi River in Clinton, Iowa, the seat 
of Clinton County.

 CHALLENGE
Clinton High School administrators chose to attend a Solution Tree 
RTI at Work™ Institute with the hope of learning strategies that would 
help them fight several discouraging trends. The graduation rate was 
declining as failures were increasing. State assessment results and 
attendance were both down. Student behavior issues were increasing. 
Staff efficacy and overall school morale were low and continuing to 
diminish. The existing structure and culture did not allow staff the time 
to fully support all students—those in general classes as well as those in 
honors and AP. Another challenge was eliminating the barrier to honors 
and AP classes to make those opportunities available to all students.

 IMPLEMENTATION
Building leaders returned from the institute determined to focus 
on the right things that would enable a total and complete school 
system change:

• Student learning
• Teacher collaboration
• Administrative “laser-like” focus

Using the books Pyramid Response to Intervention and Simplifying 
Response to Intervention (Buffum, Mattos, and Weber) as guides, Clinton 
High School staff eventually realigned and implemented an intervention 
process where data for every student was analyzed by a data team each 
week. Now, student indicators are reviewed each week, and interventions 
are implemented for all students in all class levels, including AP. Staff are 
required to update grades each week, and the data team reviews the 
success of each intervention.

 RESULTS
Following implementation of the RTI at Work process, the data 
from Clinton High School illustrates significant positive change. By 
every indicator, the school has been successful in improving student 
performance. In just four years, the total number of course failures in 
grades 9–12 decreased by 79%.

Students have shared that they feel supported in their efforts to be 
successful in the classroom. In response, they are showing up to 
learn, with many more pursuing rigorous coursework. From year 1 of 
RTI at Work implementation to year 6, Clinton High School saw a 132% 
increase in rigorous course enrollments.

READ THE FULL SUCCESS STORY
SolutionTree.com/Clinton-HSDiscover more schools that have 

partnered with us to achieve great results 
at SolutionTree.com/ShareTheSuccess

http://SolutionTree.com/Clinton-HS
http://SolutionTree.com/ShareTheSuccess
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Strategies for Mathematics Instruction 
and Intervention, K–5
By Chris Weber and Darlene Crane

Learn how to frame K–5 mathematics 
education within an RTI model to meet the 
diverse needs of every student.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF620 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936763-31-3
Grades K–5; 176 pages

Strategies for Mathematics Instruction 
and Intervention, 6–8
By Chris Weber, Darlene Crane, and 
Tom Hierck

Discover mathematics best practices for 
instruction and intervention that empower 
students in grades 6–8 to continually grow as 
critical thinkers and problem-solvers.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF621 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936763-33-7

Grades 6–8; 176 pages

Pyramid of Behavior Interventions
Seven Keys to a Positive 
Learning Environment

By Tom Hierck, Charlie Coleman, 
and Chris Weber

Foreword by Wayne Hulley

Students thrive when educators hold high 
expectations for behavior as well as academics. 
This book shows how to use a three-tiered 
pyramid of behavior supports to create a 
school culture and classroom climates in which 
learning is primed to occur.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF532 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936765-06-5

132 pages

Supporting Underserved Students 
How to Make PBIS Culturally and 
Linguistically Responsive

By Sharroky Hollie and Daniel Russell, Jr.

Discover a clear two-step road map for aligning 
PBIS with culturally and linguistically responsive 
teaching. First, you’ll dive deep into why there 
is an urgent need for this alignment and then 
learn how to move forward to better serve 
all learners, especially those from historically 
underserved populations.

24BCTG-S3A–BKG010 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-29-3

160 pages

Behavior: The Forgotten 
Curriculum #1 NEW RELEASE ON AMAZON

An RTI Approach for Nurturing Essential 
Life Skills

By Chris Weber

Discover how to fully prepare students 
for college, careers, and life by nurturing 
their behavioral skills along with their 
academic skills.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF828 $40.95 USD | $53.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-943874-32-3

200 pages

How RTI Works in Secondary Schools
Building a Framework for Success

By Holly Windram, Kerry Bollman, 
and Sara Johnson

The authors outline three imperative 
components of a successful RTI program and 
then illustrate how to incorporate each within 
the different RTI tiers.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF459 $40.95 USD | $53.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-935542-87-2
Grades 6–12; 240 pages

BOOKS & VIDEOS

The Road to Success With MTSS 
A Ten-Step Process for Schools

By Tom Hierck and Chris Weber

Packed with research-based strategies, this 
is the road map educators need to create 
a customized intervention system for their 
school’s unique circumstances.

24BCTG-S3A–BKG084 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD 
ISBN 978-1-954631-37-3

168 pages

Demystifying MTSS 
A School and District Framework for 
Meeting Students’ Academic and Social-
Emotional Needs

By Matt Navo and Amy Williams

This essential guide offers school 
improvement teams a customizable 
framework for multitiered system of supports, 
as well as dozens of doable actions for 
effective implementation.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF984 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-951075-69-9 

168 pages

Seven Keys to a Positive Learning 
Environment in Your Classroom
By Tom Hierck

This book helps teachers create a positive 
classroom learning environment by establishing 
clearer expectations, enhancing instruction and 
assessment, and fostering quality relationships 
with students.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF721 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-942496-96-0

144 pages

Motivated to Learn 
Decreasing Challenging Student Behaviors 
and Increasing Academic Engagement

By Staci M. Zolkoski, Calli Lewis Chiu, 
and Mandy E. Lusk

In Motivated to Learn, you will gain evidence-
based approaches for engaging students 
and equipping them to better focus in the 
classroom. 

24BCTG-S3A–BKG037 $40.95 USD | $53.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-952812-83-5

208 pages
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Implementing RTI With 
English Learners
By Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, 
and Carol Rothenberg

Learn why RTI is the ideal framework 
for supporting English learners. Follow 
the application and effectiveness of RTI 
through classroom examples and the 
stories of four representative students of 
varying ages, nationalities, and language 
proficiency levels.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF397 $35.95 USD | $47.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-935249-97-9

160 pages

40 Reading Intervention Strategies 
for K–6 Students BESTSELLER

Research-Based Support for RTI

By Elaine K. McEwan-Adkins

This well-rounded collection of reading 
intervention strategies, teacher-friendly 
lesson plans, and adaptable mini-routines 
will support and inform your RTI efforts.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF270 $43.95 USD | $57.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-934009-50-5
Grades K–6; 352 pages

Developing Effective Learners
RTI Strategies for Student Success

By Toby J. Karten

Learn how to proactively address your 
students’ diverse learning needs, using 
multitiered systems of support and response 
to intervention (RTI).

24BCTG-S3A–BKF762 $30.95 USD | $40.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-943874-65-1

120 pages

Navigating the Core Curriculum
RTI Stategies to Support Every Learner

By Toby J. Karten

Develop a deep understanding of the three 
tiers of RTI, and gain access to example 
lesson plans tailored to diverse student 
skill sets.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF761 $40.95 USD | $53.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-943874-61-3

192 pages

BOOKS & VIDEOS

Closing the RTI Gap
Why Poverty and Culture Count

By Donna Walker Tileston

Get a clear understanding of poverty 
and culture, and learn how RTI can close 
achievement gaps related to these issues.

24BCTG-S3A–BKF330 $30.95 USD | $40.50 CAD
Special Price $5.00 USD and CAD

ISBN 978-1-935249-38-2
168 pages

Joint publication with the National Association 
of Elementary School Principals

The RTI Toolkit 
The RTI Toolkit brings together the most important titles in 
education that show educators how to reach the whole child.

23BCTG-S3A–KTF392 $1,060 USD
This product is only available to ship within the US.

15% off regular retail price of these resources when 
you buy them as a toolkit! You save $200.00.



What excites you most about the content of this book?
This book provides a step-by-step process for district 
and school teams to implement effective multitiered 
system of supports (MTSS) practices immediately. 

This book’s practical application and activities give 
district and school teams actionable tools and 
processes to initiate their MTSS journey.

What challenges will Demystifying MTSS help educators overcome?
Demystifying MTSS helps teams overcome the 
challenge of “How do we start?” The book 
empowers teams to assess their existing system, 
pinpoint areas for improvement, and jump-start their 
MTSS journey. Teams do not have to go chapter by 

chapter to begin their MTSS journey. The chapters 
are designed so teams can strategically select the 
chapters that align with their priorities, ensuring 
a context-specific start. Each chapter provides the 
information, resources, and activities needed.

What are some common misconceptions about MTSS?
The most common misconception about MTSS is 
its perceived association with special education 
qualifications. MTSS is an effective and coherent 
process designed to enhance the educational 
experiences for all students. MTSS shifts away  

from classifying and labeling students to a 
collaborative framework where educators work 
toward a more timely, positive, and responsive 
approach that results in social, emotional, and 
academic gains for all students.

For educators, what’s the book’s greatest takeaway?
The book’s most significant takeaway for educators is 
the empowering realization that MTSS is achievable 
and practical. This book emphasizes the crucial 
element of collaboration and underscores that 
implementing MTSS is within reach of every school 

and district. It highlights the transformative power 
of professional learning communities. Through that 
collective effort and shared expertise, teams can 
effectively navigate and implement MTSS, creating a 
positive impact for all students.
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Discover effective targeted 
interventions in 25 minutes or 
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